Some mental categories map to percepts which are products of human behaviors, such as linguistic signals. Because behavior is learned and updated by experience, biases in the way a behavior is perceived can influence how it is reproduced, allowing behaviorally based categories to evolve over time. Here we show that this perception-production feedback loop can itself promote preservation of contrast between categories. Using both simulation and analytical tools, we show that asymmetries in the mapping of perceptual variants to competing categories acts to sharpen category boundaries. Evidence from patterns of change in modern languages is consistent with this mechanism. Because the ability to maintain a large number of distinct signal/meaning categories is a prerequisite for complex language, this cognitively general mechanism may have contributed to the initial evolution of the language faculty.
Introduction
The perception of difference is the basis of categorization. While many familiar categories are differentiated through stable, external features of the world (e.g. rock, tree), behavioral categories are at least partially grounded in learned, culturally produced and transmitted features. Categories based on these learned features differ from externally grounded categories in a functionally interesting way because any biases in the way such a behavior is perceived, learned, or reproduced can influence its form, allowing the behavior itself to change over time (Griffiths and Kalish 2007; Kirby et al. 2015) . A classic example of the way a behavioral object can change in this way is the Telephone Game, in which one person whispers a phrase into the ear of another, who in turn whispers what he or she heard into the ear of the next person, and so on. After the phrase has passed through a number of people, it often is found to have changed into a quite different, but still intelligible phrase. Two factors contribute to this outcome: the use of a whisper adds noise that degrades transmission accuracy, and the bias on the part of the listener to map the degraded percept to some grammatical sequence of real words recreates an interpretable phrase. The two together create rapid change that remains nonetheless within a space constrained by the language. More generally, feedback over cycles of perception, categorization, and reproduction results in a self-referential system that can evolve through noise or bias anywhere in that cycle (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Henrich and Boyd 2002; Brighton, Smith and Kirby 2005; Kirby, Dowman and Griffiths 2007) . Language is an example of this kind of categorial system (Andersen 1973; Lindblom et al. 1984; Ohala 1989; Labov 1994; Hurford 1999; Kirby 1999; Bybee 2001; Blevins 2004; Beckner et al. 2009 ).
A body of research across multiple domains shows that the act of perceiving can 'retune' perceptual categories, influencing future categorization behavior (reviewed in Goldstone 1998). In the domain of language, the act of mapping a speech percept to a category not only influences future categorization behaviour, but also production from that category (reviewed in Pisoni and Levi 2007) . Although there appears to be contextual constraints on this phenomenon (see e.g. Nielsen 2011), it can be robustly identified in experimental studies. For example, if listeners are prompted to identify a pronunciation variant with a particular word, they are more likely to spontaneously map similar pronunciations to that word in the future (Norris et al. 2003; Maye et al. 2008) . At the same time, if listeners are exposed to a variant pronunciation, they are more likely to produce that variant in the future (Goldinger 2000; Pardo 2006; Nielsen 2011; Levi 2015) .
Early on, Pierrehumbert (2001) recognized that a consequence of this 'perception-production feedback loop' is that when two categories are similar enough that productions from those categories are potentially confusable, the category distinction itself should weaken and eventually collapse, resulting in the loss of one of the categories. In fact, distinct sound categories do often merge during the course of language change in a way that is consistent with Pierrehumbert's model predictions. For example, in many dialects of American English, the vowel category / O / has merged with the category / A /, such that the originally distinct pronunciation of caught ([kOt] ) is now indistinguishable from that of cot ([kAt] ; Labov, Ash and Boberg 2006) .
However, despite the fact that all sound categories are to some extent confusable with perceptually adjacent categories, sound categories in a language never merge to the extent that word distinctions can no longer be efficiently encoded. What keeps this from happening? Some theories of language have posited that sound category contrast is directly monitored and preserved when necessary (e.g. Martinet 1955; Flemming 1995) , but more recent explanatory forays have looked for mechanistically local, less teleological explanations for the maintenance of contrastive sound categories in language (e.g. Berrah et al. 1996; Browman and Goldstein 2000; de Boer 2001; Wedel 2004; Oudeyer 2006; Wedel 2012; Hall et al., manuscript under review) . For example, previous work using the same computational model employed here has shown that category contrast can be maintained when the degree to which a percept updates the category system is inversely correlated with ambiguity, where more ambiguous percepts influence the category system more weakly through lower storage probability or weight (Wedel 2006 (Wedel , 2012 Winter and Wedel 2016) .
However, previous work has suggested that competition between categories may itself drive maintenance of category distinctions in the absence of any more direct mechanism of selection for contrast (Blevins and Wedel 2009) . Our goal here is to explore and explicate this phenomenon. To do this, we will provide both modeling and analytic arguments that the categorization/production cycle itself can promote persistence of signal distinctions between existing categories. First, we show that given the existence of feedback between perception and production, competition between perceptually adjacent categories in their boundary region promotes a decrease in category overlap, promoting maintenance of category distinctiveness over time. We then show two theoretically interesting conditions in which category distinctions are predicted to more easily collapse. First, if productions are nearly always mapped to the intended category by a listener despite perceptual ambiguity, as when context robustly disambiguates categories, there is little competition between the categories and category overlap is less inhibited. Greater overlap can thereby promote category loss if a future generation of learners acquires the overlapped distribution as one category. Second, we show that if production from a category is prompted primarily by factors within the categorial system, such as a category's prior frequency of successful competition for percepts, then distinctions between perceptually adjacent categories are more likely to collapse because one category can more rapidly grow at the expense of the other.
Neither the computational model nor the analytic approach presented here are intended as direct representations of human language with all its attendant properties. Rather, they should be understood as investigations of simple information transmission systems which share relevant properties with language. Our intention here is to show that contrast maintenance between competing categories can be an intrinsic by-product of production/ perception feedback, without any direct or indirect selection against ambiguity in production or perception (see Wedel 2012 for additional discussion). We do not argue that this mechanism must in fact contribute significantly to contrast maintenance in present-day human language; nonetheless, in the discussion, we review patterns of language change that are consistent with this mechanism. Further, we note that given evidence that perception/production feedback is a basic property of cognition (reviewed in Oudeyer 2002) , this property may have served as a spandrel (Gould and Lewontin 1979) for the initial evolution of the human language faculty by providing a pre-existing feature necessary for a stable communication system (Oudeyer 2006) .
Category competition promotes category contrast
Mapping a percept to a category label requires comparing the percept in some fashion to the contents addressed by that category label. Many models of speech recognition characterize this process of comparison in terms of a competition between categories on the basis of their similarity of their contents to the object (reviewed in Frauenfelder and Floccia 1998; Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson 2002; Pierrehumbert 2006; McQueen 2007 ). The competition model accounts for the observation that ambiguous percepts are categorized both more slowly and more variably: when multiple categories are initially activated by a percept, it takes longer for the competition to produce a winner, and it is also more probable that a 'wrong' category will win (Luce and Pisoni 1998 ). Here we show how competition can also promote maintenance of contrast between the contents of competing categories within a production/perception feedback loop.
We will model category contents as a set of exemplars, that is, percepts previously mapped to that category (Hintzman 1986; Nosofsky 1988; Walsh et al. 2010) . As a visual representation of how competition can promote sharper category boundaries if categories update with experience, imagine a set of exemplars divided between two category labels (Fig. 1) . Each exemplar represents a percept that was previously mapped to the category label, and we imagine an initial condition in which there is some degree of category overlap. If the two categories compete for a new percept on the basis of the percept's similarity to their stored exemplars, that percept will be more likely to be assigned as a new exemplar to the category that contains a denser set of exemplars in the same region of perceptual space as the percept (Hintzman 1986; Nosofsky 1988; Goldinger 1996) . The new exemplar resulting from mapping the percept to the winning category strengthens the connection of that category label to that region of the perceptual dimension, with the consequence that any new percept in that region will be yet more likely to be assigned to that category. Provided that there is some mechanism for information turnover, such as memory decay (e.g. Pierrehumbert 2001; Wedel 2006; Beckner and Wedel 2009 , see also Spike et al. 2013 ), this competition-based positive feedback will result in a relative reduction in the degree of category overlap (see Section 2 and the Appendix 2 for discussion of factors that influence the abruptness of the overlap boundary).
For the purposes of this argument, we assume that each percept, no matter its form, is mapped to and updates one category. Previous work using the same general computational model (Wedel 2006 (Wedel , 2012 Blevins and Wedel 2009; Winter and Wedel 2016) has explored a more direct mechanism for contrast maintenance in which the degree to which a percept influences the category system is correlated with its perceptual ambiguity, where more ambiguous percepts influence the category system more weakly through lower storage probability and thereby lower influence on the trajectory of change in the system. Here, we show that even when the perceptual properties of a percept do not influence its ability to update the category system per se, category competition contributes to reduction in category overlap.
The division of the dimensional space between categories that compete in this way is an example of a more general phenomenon known as coarsening, which occurs in systems with positive feedback between neighboring elements (Ratke and Voorhes 2002) . We can illustrate coarsening in more detail in a simple onedimensional lattice made up of black and white elements where in each time step an element may change its color (Fig. 2) . We are interested in cases in which a given system element interacts with some other elements (its 'neighbors') to a greater degree than others. In the simple one-dimensional case above, we define the neighbors of any given element as the immediately adjacent elements. If we say that elements only have some positive probability of changing their color if they fail to match in color with a neighbor, regions of consistently black or white elements (which we may refer to as domains) will Figure 2 . In a one-dimensional model, the category label of each element can be reconstructed if we know the boundaries between domains of like category labels, marked in this example with vertical lines. As a consequence, the evolution of the system can be described in terms of movement of these domain boundaries rather than change in the individual element category labels.
A B Figure 1 . New percept more likely to be categorized as B.
grow at the expense of mixed regions (Wu 1982; BenNaim et al. 1996; Derrida and Zeitak 1996; Fatkullin and Vanden-Eijnden 2003) . This occurs because color change only occurs at points in the lattice where black and white elements are next to one another, with the result that change is frequent in mixed regions and absent within consistent regions. Whenever some domain of a given color disappears, so does its boundary, thus, the overall system steadily evolves to minimize the number of boundaries between different domains. In a finite lattice, eventually a single domain of one color will occupy the entire space (for a computational example, see Wedel 2012) . This approach generalizes to category spaces of higher dimensionality and to arbitrarily fine-grained representations of category contents. 'Coarse' versus 'fine' structures are compared in a two-dimensional lattice in Fig. 3 . Observe that the distinguishing feature of the coarse configuration is the smaller total boundary length between domains with different values.
1 In general, any local interactions that promote a local reduction in the degree of contact between unlike elements will promote global coarsening, and vice versa. See Appendix 3 for additional discussion. We will argue below that within a production/perception feedback loop, competition-based coarsening provides a plausible account for the maintenance of boundaries between competing categories.
Noise versus entrenchment
As reviewed above, experienced detail influences future production and categorization behavior. This has an interesting ramification for the evolution of categories under the influence of noise. Given that some level of experienced detail is retained in memory and influences future behavior, random noise in production and perception processes will continually introduce new variants into memory, promoting broadening of the category over time (see Pierrehumbert (2001) and Wedel 1 Conservative interactions, that is, those that favor change toward that of neighbors, promote growth of domains of the same value, whereas rebellious interactions, in which change is more probable away from neighbors, promote mixing and a finer structure. The relative contribution of conservative versus rebellious interactions in a system determines the average size of a domain of like neighbors in a system. A typical domain size exists at a given probability of conservative and rebellious interactions because the number of opportunities for conservative change declines as a pattern becomes coarser whereas the number of opportunities for rebellious changes increases (and vice versa as a pattern gets finer). The average domain scale at which there are approximately equal numbers of conservative and rebellious interactions is its equilibrium domain scale. When such a system is taken out of equilibrium by some short-term disturbance it will return to equilibrium, restoring its typical domain structure.
(2006) for additional discussion). However, categories do not in fact steadily broaden over time. This is consistent with a broad range of evidence that mechanisms of production and perception can themselves promote tightening, or entrenchment of individual category distributions (reviewed in Oudeyer 2002), counteracting the broadening effect of noise. Noise (upper arrows in Fig. 4 ) creates variation in the course of production or perception. Given some degree of retention of detail in perception and storage, noise promotes broadening of the range of variants stored in a category, abstractly represented here as a distribution in one dimension. The effect of any process promoting entrenchment (lower arrows in Fig. 4 ) in production or perception processes promotes tightening of the distribution over time. In the absence of other factors, the variance of a category should reflect an equilibrium between noise and entrenchment processes. If the sources of noise and entrenchment are unbiased throughout the category distribution, drift of the category center along the perceptual dimension will not be biased in any particular direction.
Variant trading between competing categories
However, the equilibrium between noise and entrenchment can be disturbed when two categories approach one another along some shared dimension. In this case, variation at the outer edges of the shared dimension still contributes to broadening to the same degree, but variation in the boundary region does not. This happens because extreme variants of a category that approach another category may be perceived as members of that opposing category (Guy 1996) . This process of variant trading between the two categories disrupts the equilibrium between noise and entrenchment, resulting in a bias in movement of both category centers away from the zone of greatest competition (Fig. 5) . The tendency for categories to drift away from one another through variant trading is equivalent to a mathematical random walk with a wall. In a random walk, the walker's most likely position remains centered at the starting point even though its positional probability cloud broadens with time. However, if a wall is introduced that prevents the walker from continuing beyond some point in one direction, the walker's most likely position drifts steadily away from the wall. This drift is driven by the fact that when the walker is adjacent to the wall, turns toward the wall are blocked, while turns away from the wall are not. The result is a drift in average position away from the wall, where the rate of drift diminishes as the wall recedes into the distance. In the case under discussion here, the boundary region between the two categories is equivalent to the wall in the random walk: all extreme variants can move the category center away from the boundary, but not all extreme variants can move it toward the boundary, because some of those variants are assigned to the opposing category. If we assume for illustration that the same number of variants are traded in both directions across the boundary, these traded variants are equivalent to random walkers who 'bounce' off a wall. This variant trading results in steepening of the category distributions in the boundary region. The resulting distributional skew allows entrenchment within the category to pull the centers of the categories away from the region of category Figure 5 . Variant trading between adjacent, competing categories. When two categories are adjacent, the balance of noise and entrenchment is no longer equivalent throughout the category distributions. While entrenchment continues to promote symmetrical tightening of each category, noise no longer has the same broadening tendency at the boundary region between the categories because some variants are assigned to the adjacent category. This variant trading diminishes the balancing effect of noise on the boundary-adjacent sides of each category, with the result that the net category center movement over time is away from the boundary. competition (see Winter and Wedel (2016) for related discussion of category skewing through competition and its effect on category system evolution).
The effect of variant trading on category contrast can be illustrated with a simple computational simulation of the evolution of two categories. Each category comprises a set of mappings to exemplars represented as points with a one-dimensional space with arbitrary values from 0 to 100, where each exemplar corresponds to a percept that has been previously identified with that category (note that both categories can contain exemplars at the same point along the perceptual dimension). In each round of the simulation, an output is produced from each category. This output is derived on a randomly chosen target exemplar from the category (Pierrehumbert 2001) , which is biased toward a weighted-average based on the target's distance to other exemplars for that category, serving as a model of entrenchment (e.g. Hintzman 1986; see Appendix 1 for details). In addition, a small amount of additional random noise is added to the output to introduce novel variation. The simulation then treats the output as a percept, which is probabilistically categorized on the basis of similarity to existing exemplars in each category. This percept is then stored as a new exemplar in the winning category. In this model, the interaction of three factors promotes maintenance of category contrast (1) the stochastic addition of new, occasionally more extreme variants through noise, (2) the countervailing reduction of within-category variation through entrenchment processes, and (3) variant trading over the region of category competition. See the Appendix 1 for a more detailed description of the model architecture; for additional examples of the use of this general model architecture to explore linkage between low-level phonetic variation and larger scale sound change through feedback between perception and production (Wedel 2006; Blevins and Wedel 2009; Winter and Wedel 2016) .
As we will see below, in this simple model of the effects of noise versus entrenchment within a production/ perception loop, variant trading promotes coarsening, such that the two categories evolve to reduce their degree of overlap. A central purpose of this article is to show that this model architecture produces stably contrastive categories when the probability of production from categories is influenced by external factors, such as a drive to communicate. Below, we show the behavior of the model when each category produces an output in each round. A meaningfully different case, in which probability of production is internally controlled by frequency of previous category use will be discussed in Section 2.4. Figure 6 shows a starting point for a run of the simulation in which two categories (A, B) both start with exemplars at the same point in the center of the perceptual space, that is, at a value of 50. Recall that in each cycle, an output from a category is produced from its set of exemplars with the addition of noise, and then assigned to the most similar category. In the first cycle in this example, each category will produce outputs with values near 50. Because each category is identical at this point however, assignment of this first set of outputs is equiprobable to category label A or B. However, as soon as some difference in the values of exemplars in each category is introduced through random noise, their ability to compete for percepts also becomes different. For example, if 49 is produced and assigned to category A in the first round, then the values in category A are now lower on average than those for category B. Subsequent productions from either category less than 50 are now more likely to be assigned to A, and productions that are greater than 50 are more likely to be assigned to B, and so on.
As noise in production introduces variation, the distribution of mappings to points in the perceptual space grows, but the feedback between previous and future categorization behavior ensures that the two categories reduce their degree of overlap (Fig. 7) . Given the tendency toward entrenchment in each category, however, the categories tend to do more than simply spread out while splitting the dimension: each tends to consolidate, producing a bimodal distribution over the perceptual space (Fig. 8 ). (The probability with which categories remain adjacent versus drift apart depends on the relative strength of the noise versus entrenchment factors; see the Appendix 2 for discussion of the boundary properties of the model.)
We can demonstrate that this behavior is due to variant trading at the category boundary by modifying the simulation to eliminate category competition for percepts by always assigning outputs as new exemplars in their parent category, no matter what their value. This eliminates variant trading: an extreme output that will still be stored in its parent category even if it happens to be more similar to exemplars in the alternative category. In this case, the two categories evolve independently of one another. Figure 9 shows the state of an example simulation without category competition at round 1,000. In the absence of variant trading, there is no mechanism promoting coarsening, and so there is no tendency for the two categories to split the distribution.
(Note that within the model, this is distinct from category merger per se because the categories remain functionally independent.) For further illustration, Figs. 10 and 11 compare the longitudinal trajectories of the two categories over 2,000 rounds of simulations in which categories compete for outputs, or do not compete, respectively.
2 In the simulation shown in Fig. 10 , variant trading prevents the two categories from occupying the same space, even though the categories frequently approach one another. In the simulation shown in Fig. 11 on the other hand, outputs are always assigned to the intended category, that is, their category of origin, just as in the simulation output at a single point shown in Fig. 9 . Variant trading does not occur and so the categories in the computational model can evolve to map to similar regions of the space.
External grounding of competing categories promotes stability
A wide range of experimental work shows that activation of a category through use, whether in production or perception, makes subsequent similar use more likely. In production, for example, many studies have shown that if speakers perceive a particular syntactic structure, 2 Both simulations are initialized with activations at 40 for category A and 60 for category B. The respective bandwidths represent the length along the dimension containing 90% of the total exemplar distribution in each category. Band edges were smoothed by averaging over a window of 65 rounds from each point.
they are more likely to use that structure themselves in their subsequent productions (e.g. Smith and Wheeldon 2001) . Priming is evident as well in production and perception of fine phonetic details: mapping a perceived phonetic variant to a given category by a listener makes it both more likely that the listener will map a similar variant to that category in the future (e.g., Norris et al. 2003; Kraljic and Samuel 2006; Maye et al. 2008) , and also that spoken production from that category will be biased toward that variant (e.g. Goldinger 2000; Pardo 2006 ). Within a categorization/production feedback loop model, priming introduces instability into the system, because activation of a category through use increases its probability of use in the future, both by increasing probability of production from that category, and through increasing the category's competitive success in perception. When categories are in competition in either production or perception, this positive feedback can promote the runaway increase in activation of one of the categories, resulting in the eventual allocation all memory to one category to the exclusion of all others that compete with it. As an example, in Pierrehumbert's (2001 Pierrehumbert's ( , 2002 ) exemplar-based model of lenition and merger of sound categories, priming effects are implemented both in production and categorization. Specifically, both the production frequency from a category, and its strength in competing for percepts was determined by the aggregate recency of exemplars in that category. As a result, a category that is recently successful in competing for percepts is both more likely to produce an output in the future and also to be more successful in competition in categorization. Both of these general features of this type of model are consistent with priming studies as noted above. As a consequence of this feedback, once categories approach one another and begin to significantly compete for an overlapping set of category outputs, one category tends to gain the upper hand and eventually extinguish the other. As we will argue below, this may be an appropriate model for the sound category mergers that often occur in language change. As noted above, the phoneme category / O / has merged into the category / A / in western varieties of North American English, such that the originally distinct pronunciations for cot ([kAt] ) and caught ([kOt] ) are now the same.
Competing categories do not always drift together and merge, however, and sometimes even seem to actively preserve mutual contrast (reviewed in Wedel 2012). The model developed here provides a potential account for this resistance, suggesting that preservation of contrast between competing categories is correlated both with variant-trading, and the degree to which use of those categories is influenced by external events rather than their own activation, for example, through their history of use. Recall that in the simulations presented in Figs. 8 and 9 above, an output was produced from each category in every round, without reference to how often percepts had been mapped to that category in the past.
When we modify our simulation to allow categories to compete in production as well as perception by making production probability contingent on past competitive success in categorization, we find a markedly different result. Just as in Pierrehumbert's (2001 Pierrehumbert's ( , 2002 simulations, when two categories approach one another within the perceptual space, one eventually gains the upper hand and extinguishes the other. In the simulation shown in Fig. 12 below, two outputs were produced and categorized in each round as before, but the category under production was randomly chosen in proportion to its activation, operationalized as the aggregate recency of its stored exemplars. In this case, when the two categories approach one another, whichever category happens to be initially more successful at competing for ambiguous percepts, gains activation at the expense of the other. Any initial imbalance allows the more active category to increasingly poach exemplars that would otherwise have been mapped to the other category, eventually resulting in drift to extinction of the less active category (see Pierrehumbert 2001; Oudeyer 2006: 80) . As discussed above, the extinction of one phoneme category in favor of a perceptually adjacent one is a general phenomenon in language change.
However, anything that renders the probability of production from a category at least partially independent of the activation of the category inhibits this process of extinction-through-competition (cf. although the probability that a word will be used may be influenced by the frequency of its prior use, it is also influenced by the current communicative context. In this way, external factors can interrupt the feedback loop between past and future production by providing context-driven boosts to low-frequency categories. The contribution of communicative function to the frequency of use should provide a measure of protection to lexical categories from the kind of feedback-driven loss of categories that we see in an activation-driven production model. In the following section, we provide analytical support for this conclusion.
An analytic approach to comparing externally-driven versus activation-driven production
While the model we have used in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 above is well-motivated psycholinguistically, its multiple interacting feedback loops make its behavior difficult to describe analytically. For this reason, it is useful to consider a simpler system which captures the essential properties of the model system in a more analytically tractable fashion. In this section, we develop a partial model of the system that allows us to compare the relative stabilities of two competing categories when production rate from each category is (1) externally determined or (2) determined by category activation. A key to making our model analytically tractable is the removal of category competition in perception by storing every output back into the category it came from. This is parallel to the controls run without category competition in the full model above (cf. Figs 9 and 11) . In this case, the only avenue for competition between two categories is in the rate of production. At the end of this section we will discuss the contribution of perceptual category competition in the context of the analytical results developed here.
We start with two categories comprising category labels mapped to exemplars in memory. Each category is characterized by a relative activation level which is given simply as the number of exemplars currently mapped to that category label divided by the total number of exemplars in memory N. If n is the number of exemplars mapped to the first category label, the activation of the first category can be characterized by a number x ¼ n=N; 0 x 1, where when x ¼ 0 the first category label is mapped to zero exemplars and is completely inactive and the second category is fully active, and vice versa. In each time step an output is produced from one of the two categories and stored back into the source category as a new exemplar, and then a random exemplar is deleted from the system (i.e. from a random category) to keep the total number of exemplars constant. Production and recategorization of an output in the context of random exemplar loss allows the number of exemplar mappings to category labels to change over time. Consider two extreme scenarios for output production probabilities:
• Activation-driven production. The probability of producing an output from each category is given by its current activation level, that is, x for the first category and 1 À x for the second.
• Externally-driven production. The probability of producing an output from each category is independent of its activation level and is set here to be equal to 1/2.
Evolution of our system is described by a random walk where in each time step, the quantity x may remain the same, increase by Dx ¼ 1=N, or decrease by the same value of Dx with the following probabilities:
• Activation-driven production
(1)
• Externally-driven production
Here, the symbol PfÁg denotes the probability of respective change. In the first case, the probability that the number of exemplars in the first category increases is the product of probabilities that (i) a new exemplar is categorized as belonging to the first category (probability is x ¼ n=N) and (2) the deleted exemplar belongs to the second category (probability is 1 À x ¼ 1 À n=N). Note that this scenario is known in genetic and evolutionary biology as the Moran model (Moran 1958 ). In the second case, the probability that the number of exemplars in the first category increases is the product of probabilities that (1) a new exemplar is categorized as belonging to the first category (probability is 1/2) and (2) the deleted exemplar belongs to the second category (probability is same as the first case, i.e. 1 À x ¼ 1 À n=N) . For both cases, over the course of time the value of x may reach 0 or 1. If x hits either of these boundaries, one of the categories becomes inactive. The time at which this happens is known as the exit time (or the fixation time), and we stop the evolution of the model at that point. Our goal now is to compare the expected exit times corresponding to these two scenarios. In the following, we will see that the expected exit time for the externally-driven scenario is much longer than that for the activation-driven scenario. In other words, a constant probability of production from a category promotes the stable coexistence of categories that share memory resources as in this model.
The exit times for these models (or their superposition) may be computed exactly using the Markov chain methods; however, the general expressions are rather complicated and not particularly enlightening. In order to get a clearer analytical insight, it is convenient to work with the scaling limits of the random walk for x, that is, to treat x as a continuous quantity (rather than a quantity changing by discrete steps of Dx ¼ 1=N). This corresponds to an assumption that the total number of exemplars, N, is large, so that Dx is much less than 1 (in practice, Dx ¼ 0:1 is already sufficiently small). We then also say that each time step takes Dt of 'real time'. Finally, let us use x(t) to denote the activation level of the first category after t=Dt time steps. Now let us consider the scaling limits for each scenario in more detail.
An appropriate scaling limit for activation-driven production is to send Dx and Dt to 0 while keeping the ratio D ¼ Dx 2 =Dt fixed (this ratio is called the diffusion coefficient).
3 The expected exit time may be found using the methods described, for example, in Gardiner (1985) and is given by:
where x 0 is the initial value for x(t). This formula relates the expected exit time T (measured in the number of time steps) to the total number of exemplars, N, and the initial activation level of the first category, x 0.
4
Externally-driven production must be treated a bit differently. The principal distinction is that now there exists a constant average force that pushes the category activation level toward its equilibrium state, x ¼ 1/2. This force is deterministic and its presence requires a different scaling limit, when a different ratio, V ¼ Dx=Dt is fixed. This implies that the diffusion coefficient, D, vanishes in the limit since D ¼ VDx ! 0 as Dx ! 0. In particular, this implies that in the scaling limit the system will never hit the boundary and will simply relax to the state when both categories are equally active. In practice, however, we formally keep the scaling limit D as a small quantity rather than setting it to zero. 5 The general formula is somewhat cumbersome, so we only present a particular case when x 0 ¼ 1=2 (i.e. initially both categories are equally active):
The exit time here is again given in terms of the number of steps in the discrete random walk model. The essential observation is that the exit time is exponentially long with respect to the number of elements in the system, N. Since in the activation-driven production scenario, the exit time is only quadratic in N, the exit times for the externally-driven scenario are much longer. The graphs of the expected exit time T for N ¼ 10 with different starting x 0 are displayed in Fig. 13. 2.4.1 Externally-driven production promotes stability in the context of category competition We saw above that competing categories coexist for a longer time when their production is externally-driven rather than activation-driven. In a more general setting where both scenarios occur with some probability, the final result is an interpolation between the two extreme cases considered above. However, it is important to realize that even if the relative contribution of externallydriven production is small, its effects are overwhelming for sufficiently large N, that is, the exit time will immediately become much longer as soon as externally-driven 3 In the scaling limit described above, the function x(t) is the solution of the stochastic differential equation, dxðt Þ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2Dxð1 À xÞ p dW t , where W t is a standard Brownian motion.
4 The actual computation is easier to carry out in the prescribed scaling limit, which results in T ðx 0 Þ ¼ Àðx 0 ln x 0 þ ð1 À x 0 Þln ð1 À x 0 ÞÞ=D. Formula (3) is obtained by scaling back to the discrete model. 5 In this case the limiting process is a solution of dxðt Þ ¼ V ð1=2 À xÞ dt þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi D=2 p dW t . It may be found explicitly:
ÀV ðt ÀsÞ dW s . Observe that here we can see that if D ¼ 0, the second, stochastic term vanishes and the evolution is purely deterministic with xðtÞ ! 1=2 as t ! 1. production contributes to even a small degree. This effect is due to the fact that externally-driven production introduces a deterministic drift towards the equilibrium x ¼ 1/2 state, causing an exponential growth in exit times. This is an important point because externallydriven and activation-driven production represent two extremes, where in fact the probability of production of a lexical category is influenced both by external context and by internal activation (cf. the literature on production priming discussed above). This analysis suggests that provided the activation strength of a category does not fall below some threshold (conceptualized here as a low exemplar count), occasional boosts in activation provided by externally-prompted production may allow an infrequently used category to survive despite a more active neighboring category.
The fuller model of category competition featured in the simulations in Section 2.3 differs from this analytic model in the inclusion of a categorization decision, allowing outputs produced from one category to be mapped to the other in a process of variant trading. Two additional competing effects that influence exit times come into play in this richer model. First, a percept is more likely to be mapped to a more active category, all else being equal. As a result, when two categories are close enough to begin variant trading, the more active category will tend to outcompete the less active category in the boundary region, further reinforcing the asymmetry in activation. This positive feedback loop accelerates the extinction of the less active category beyond that predicted by the analytic model above.
Acting against this process, however, is the fact that the outputs from a less active category that are most dissimilar to the more active category are most likely to be correctly identified by a listener. This bias toward correct categorization of more contrastive outputs acts to shift the distribution of exemplars in the less active category away from the boundary over time. As long as production from the less active category is maintained at some significant level through reference to external properties, this ongoing 'selection' for more contrastive outputs mitigates the acceleration of category extinction under competition. As a consequence, to the extent that production is externally-driven as well as activationdriven, a less active category is more likely to shift away from a more active category rather than be swallowed up. A clear prediction of this model is therefore that category merger will be inhibited in relation to both the degree of competition between categories and the degree to which production from those categories is externally prompted. Semantically related words such as those in morphological paradigms represent a clear example from language that meets both these criteria: (1) given that they are semantically very similar, word categories within morphological paradigms compete strongly with one another on the basis of sound contrast; and (2) the probability of production from word categories is externally-driven to some degree, that is, influenced by external communicative context (Blevins and Wedel 2009; Hall et al., manuscript under review) .
Discussion
Given category updating through production/perception feedback, we have argued that boundaries between competing categories will be preferentially preserved to the extent that the categories are not disambiguated by context:
• Given competing categories with externally-driven production, variant trading promotes maintenance of the boundary between the categories (Section 2.2, Figs 8 and 10).
• If variant trading between competing categories is prevented, as when perceptually similar outputs are disambiguated by context, erosion of the category boundary is not inhibited (Section 2.2, Figs 9 and 11).
• If production from competing categories is solely activation-driven, as in the priming model described in Pierrehumbert (2001) , variant trading promotes extinction of the less active category by allowing growth of one category at the expense of the other (Section 2.3, Fig. 13 ).
Evidence from patterns of phoneme category merger are consistent with these predictions. Wedel et al. (2013a,b) provided statistical evidence that in a diverse set of languages, the larger the number of words that are distinguished by two phoneme categories, the more likely that the contrast between the phoneme categories will be preserved over the course of language change. How are these findings consistent with the variant trading mechanism of category contrast preservation? We know that ambiguous phoneme category percepts are likely to be identified by a listener as the intended phoneme if they are in an unambiguous lexical context (Norris et al. 2003; Maye et al. 2008) ). For example, a fricative sound that is ambiguous between / s / and / f / will tend to be interpreted by a listener as an / s / if it occurs in the context '__ilk', because silk is a word, but filk is not. Conversely, the same ambiguous sound will tend to be interpreted as an / f / if it occurs in the context '__ive', because five is a word, but sive is not. The disambiguation of ambiguous phoneme category productions through local context corresponds to the no-variant trading case, in which category merger is not inhibited (Section 2.2, Figs 9 and 11). Conversely, we predict that variant trading is more likely to occur when an ambiguous percept for a phoneme is not distinguished by the immediate lexical context, such as when that phoneme distinction is the primary cue distinguishing the intended lexical item from another. For example, an ambiguous fricative between / s / and / f / is not distinguished by the context '__it', because both sit and fit are existing words of English.
Consistent with a role for local context, Wedel et al. (2013b) found that the number of minimal pairs which share word category (e.g. minimal pairs that are both nouns, both verbs, etc.) are significantly more predictive of merger probability than the number of minimal pairs that are of different word category. Because immediate sentence context tends to disambiguate word category membership, words in different categories are less confusable than words in the same category. Continuing our example, the minimal pair sat~fat is less confusable in sentence context than sit~fit, because sat is a verb, and fat is an adjective, while both sit and fit can be verbs, and can therefore be more confusable in context. The correlation between a greater number of samecategory minimal pairs distinguished by some phoneme pair and a lower probability of phoneme category merger is consistent with the mechanism proposed here, because same-category minimal pairs provide more opportunity for categorization error and concomitant variant trading between competing phoneme categories.
Above, we showed that given the possibility of variant trading, even a relatively small degree of external grounding for production of categories may work to inhibit category merger. This is a welcome result, since most instances of phoneme categories in lexicons do not distinguish minimal pairs (e.g. the / b / in 'badge' does not contrast with / p / to distinguish this word from the non-word 'padge'). In the crosslinguistic data analyzed by Wedel et al (2013b) , mergers were not found between phoneme pairs which distinguished more than about thirty same-category minimal pairs. This finding may contribute some empirical basis for future hypothesis building about the way that category competition can contribute to contrast maintenance.
In contrast, in the absence of variant trading, frequency of use should potentiate merger by increasing the effective rate of change in the system. Wedel et al. (2013a) reported that merger probability for phoneme pairs which did not distinguish minimal pairs was positively correlated with greater frequency of the words they appeared in. This finding is consistent with any model of language change, including that proposed here, in which evolutionary change proceeds through variation introduced by usage (see e.g. Bybee 2006 ).
Although we have argued here that the effects of variant trading in a production/perception feedback loop on category evolution are consistent with patterns of category contrast maintenance in language change, we do not argue that it is the only mechanism for contrast maintenance, or even that it significantly contributes to contrast maintenance in current human languages. A number of other mutually compatible mechanisms for category contrast maintenance have been proposed (reviewed in Baese-Berk and Goldrick 2009; Buz and Jaeger 2016) , and selection against ambiguous percepts as a possible mechanism to promote contrast maintenance has been explored in previous simulations using the same computational architecture (Wedel 2006 (Wedel , 2012 ; see also Hay et al. 2015) . Rather, our intention has been to argue that the categorysharpening effect of variant trading is a basic property that comes for free given the production/perception feedback loops within competing categories. Under the assumption that basic social cognition and learning mechanisms predate language, this raises the possibility that the ability to develop and maintain a large system of distinct linguistic categories was already substantially in place at the time that the language faculty itself was evolving. In this way, the variant trading inherent in category competition may have served as a spandrel (Gould and Lewontin 1979) allowing the growth of a large set of distinct linguistic signal/meaning categories (for Figure 13 . Expected exit times T ðx 0 Þ for the activation-driven output production scenario (solid line), and for the externallydriven scenario (dashed line). T is measured in the number of steps in the random walk model, and x 0 is the initial relative activation level of the first category. The total number of exemplars is N ¼ 10. Note that as the value of N grows, the exit times for the externally-driven scenario become increasingly long relative to those for the activation-driven scenario.
further discussion of this point, see Oudeyer 2006) . This pre-existing faculty may have in turn influenced the evolutionary pathway taken by the modern language faculty (cf. Christiansen and Chater (2008) for arguments that language is adapted to the brain).
The existence of a sublexical, phonemic level of organization appears to be a property of all modern languages (Lindblom 2000; Studdert-Kennedy and Goldstein 2003) . Given human limitations in producing and perceiving arbitrarily fine-grained articulations, this multilevel organization of signals is arguably a functional prerequisite for the very large vocabulary sizes typical of human languages (Hockett 1960; reviewed in Ladd 2013) . We reviewed evidence above that in existing languages, variant trading of ambiguous word pronunciations may contribute to maintenance of phoneme category distinctions. In the early stages of language evolution, this mechanism may likewise have provided a pathway for development of multilevel linguistic signal systems in which meaningful words are built up from a set of contrastive, but individually meaningless phoneme categories.
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Appendix 1

Simulation architecture
This model architecture is conceptually based on that described in Pierrehumbert (2001 Pierrehumbert ( , 2002 and further elaborated in Wedel (2006 Wedel ( , 2012 , Blevins and Wedel (2009), Winter and Wedel (2016) . The dimensional space within the model is a set of points along a continuum with values from 0 to 100. Each category comprises a set of mappings to points corresponding to percepts that have been previously identified with that category; in the model runs shown in this article, there are always two categories. The mappings have weights varying between 0 and 1, and each mapping weight is exponentially decremented in each round of the simulation by division by a constant (here, 5) in a model of memory decay (Pierrehumbert 2001) . In this case, for example, an exemplar in memory that is 100 cycles-old has an activation that is approximately two orders of magnitude lower than that of a newly stored exemplar. When an exemplar's activation falls below 0.01, it is deleted from the memory.
Production from a category begins by probabilistically picking one reference point within the space in relation to the mapping weights from that category. A population vector is then produced in relation to this point over all points mapped to that category (Guenther and Gjaja 1996;  for an example of this architecture in which categories range over two dimensions rather than one, see Blevins and Wedel 2009 ). This vector is essentially a weighted average of all points mapped to the category, where both the Euclidean distance from the reference point and mapping strength influence each point's contribution (cf. Nosofsky 1988; see Hintzman 1986; Pierrehumbert 2002; Wedel 2006 for examples of production based on regions of the exemplar cloud as a model of entrenchment). The formula for the vector is given below, where p is the output population vector, y is each position within the perceptual space mapped to the category under production, w y is the weight of the mapping to that point, x is the reference point chosen as the basis for production, and k is a scaling factor influencing the fall off of the contribution to the population vector of the point y relative to x: p ¼ P y yw y e ÀkjxÀyj P y w y e ÀkjxÀyj :
The value of k used in the simulations shown here is 0.5. A Gaussian random variable with a SD 2 is added to the output; this serves to introduce variation into the system as it evolves, allowing categories to shift position along the dimension over time. This variation is biased slightly toward the center of the dimensional space, creating a fixed attractor in the system. Note that the bias toward the center of the dimension is not required for the simulation or the arguments based on it: it is included solely to promote category approach and overlap, so that the avoidance of category overlap in the presence of variant trading is clearer. This bias is calculated using a parabolic response curve given below, where b is the bias added to the output population vector, p is the output population vector, M is the number of points in the space, and G is a constant; b is subtracted from outputs greater than M=2 (here, 50) and added to those below it.
The value of G used in these simulations was 5000, giving a bias toward the center of 0.5 at the edges of the continuum. All else being equal, this bias shifts the distributions of both categories toward the center of the dimension over time, that is, toward 50; see Fig. 11 as an example.
After calculating an output from each category, the simulation turns around and treats the outputs as percepts to be assigned to one of the two categories on the basis of similarity. (Use of multiple agents rather than one does not qualitatively change the results of this simulation with respect to the arguments we make here, so for clarity we just model one agent in conversation with itself.) In these simulations, we use a variant of the Generalized Context Model for categorization (Nosofsky 1988) amended to take mapping weights into account. This is conceptually parallel to the population vector method used to produce outputs. The similarity S i of a percept to a category i is calculated in terms of the distances from this percept (located at x) to each point y mapped to the category label i weighted by the mapping strength w y , given in Equation (A.2):
2)
The value of the scaling factor k we used in categorization is 2. A percept is then assigned to the most similar category using the Luce choice rule (Luce 1959 ) over the similarity scores for each category, where the probability of being assigned to a given category is equal to the similarity to that category divided by the summed similarity to all categories. When a new percept is identified as a member of a category, the weight of the mapping from the category label to the corresponding point is reset to 1. Note that both category labels can contain mappings to the same point along the perceptual dimension. model described earlier. It is convenient to consider an appropriate scaling limit, a mathematical procedure by means of which a discrete model is replaced by a continuous one. For example, on a microscopic level, fluid dynamics is described by the motion of individual molecules. A scaling limit can be applied to arrive at a macroscopic description allowing these dynamics to be described in terms of density and currents (Kipnis and Landim 1998) . In our particular context, the scaling limit allows us to consider the entire domains of similar elements rather than the individual elements themselves (Fig.  C.1) . The temporal evolution of the model may then be described in terms of the motion of the boundaries between the domains. In this way, the domain boundaries can be treated as curves (in two-dimensional models), or surfaces (in higher dimensional models). The motion of these surfaces may be described by their normal velocity (i.e. instantaneous velocity in the direction normal to the surface (Katsoulakis and Souganidis 1995) ).
The precise law of this motion will depend on the details of interaction among the elements underlying the movement of the boundary. However, the principal criterion for coarsening remains the same. Namely, if the local law of motion tends to diminish the boundary, then globally the system will coarsen. On the other hand, if the local law of motion tends to increase the boundary, then on a global scale, the system will mix and become finer. For example, the interaction when an element switches to the category label of one of its neighbors (as described above), leads to so-called motion by mean curvature (Katsoulakis and Souganidis 1995) , that is, where the normal velocity of the boundary is proportional to its mean curvature. Motion by mean curvature leads to coarsening in a system of an arbitrary dimension. In fact, one can show that in any dimensional model, a spherical domain of radius R will shrink and disappear during the time T ¼ R 2 =2
(assuming that the normal velocity is precisely equal to the mean curvature of the boundary). This provides a rough explanation for the phenomenon of coarsening: the 'lifetime' of the structures whose typical spatial scale is R is proportional to R 2 , thus, the finer structures tend to disappear faster, allowing the larger ones to persist.
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